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Why to keep the biological germplasm ?

1) In many cases the unfavourable environmental conditions 
lead to the serious depression, and in its limit even the 
extinction, of the population density of plant specimens on 
our planet - there are many plant species close to the edge of 
their disappearance under the current impact of the man 
affected deteriorative environment. 

2) Even in the presence of great progress in genomics there is 
still the exigency to store plants with their total genetic 
information but it is not necessary to store a whole plant. 

3) The plant cells are totipotent, therefore it is possible to store 
only a small part of plants, mostly a part of meristematic 
tissues of vegetatively propagated plants or a seed axis of 
generatively propagated plants. 



1)Quenched plant storage, or better cryopreservation 
at low low temperatures, is one appropriate way how 
to keep their viability in a long term prospect. 

2)Intracellular ice crystal formation during low 
temperature plant exposure is in most cases lethal for 
plant due to the ice volume increase regarding that of 
liquid. 

3)One way how plants can withstand the low tempe-
ratures in the nature is their tolerance to the 
movement of intracellular water to extracellular 
domains and consequential high endurance to the cell 
dehydration

4) Thermal analysis can be conveniently used for the 
characterisation of detrimental influence of man-
affected environment assuming its injurious effects 
on plants growth.



This ‘strategy of being in the glassy state’, is exploited by plants 
in the nature to withstand unfavourable conditions of 
surrounding environment. Plant pollen flying in the air has a 
potential to be in glassy state keeping its viability after stigma 
pollination. Dormant poplar twigs can survive the low 
temperatures in glassy state in mid winter. It is possible to 
add other examples of glassy state occurrence in plant species 
in the nature. 

The knowledge of conditions at which the glass is induced in 
plants can help to control the glassy status during 
cryopreservation of plant germplasm. Thermal analysis is of a 
favourite use in the study of thermal behaviour of both under 
cooling and re-heating, particularly curious about the 
determination and concentration-temperature dependences of 
glass transition.



The supercooled, highly nonequilibrium, states 
thus possess no dehydration effects neither shows 
ice crystal formation, but this state is yet unstable 
with somehow unpredictable ice formation. The 
associated  extremely high viscosity nearly stops 
any diffusion of molecules without  biochemical 
changes and consequently also any genetic changes. 
The formation of glassy state (due to vitrification) 
is expedient for the storage of plants at ultra low 
temperature in liquid nitrogen. From this point of 
view, the glassy state, which has same volume as 
liquid, occurs as the most suitable state of long 
term biological germplasm storage.



Outline of germplasm safe-keeping

• Cryopreservation of plants
• Definition and properties of glass 
• Methods of glass transition measurement  
• Dehydration and glass transiton 
• Conclusion 
• Practical application 
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Why Cryopreservation?

• Research and Breeding 
Inst. of Fruit Trees

• (source Holovousy)
• Apple germplasm collection 

endangered by fire blight 
(Erwinia amylovora) -
bacterial disease

• Sample preservation (bank) 
Research Institute of Crop 
Production (Prague)



Objects  Crops Gen. 
No. 

Collaboration 

     

Pollen  Hop 5 Hop Research Institute Ltd., 
Žatec, University of Derby UK 

Meristems  Potato 8 Potato Research Institute Ltd 
Havlíčkův Brod 

  Allium 2 RICP, Olomouc  

Buds  Apples 8 Fruit Research Institute, 
Holovousy 

  Pears 5 Fruit Research Institute, 
Holovousy 
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• 0 0   oC freezing point 
•-20 -21,8 oC eutectic point NaCl + H2O
•-40 -38,1 oC water supercooling  point
•-60 conventional use of solid CO2
•-80 -88,7 oC lowest temper. detected on the Earth
•-100
•-120 -130 oC vapour phase of liquid nitrogen 
•-140 -139 oC termodyn. glass transition of water
•-160
•-180
•-200 -196 oC freezing point of liquid nitrogen

Some Temperature Natural Milestones



It is clear that life on the Earth depends on the unusual
structure and anomalous nature of liquid water.

Water as `fluid glass` thanks to its uniqueness of molecular orbitals and 
dimerization  - other similar oxides are gases, such as H2S, H3N, HF)              

WHY ?
Hydrogen (Van der Walls) bonds make possible the formation of 

polymeric liquid
Exhibiting important anomalies:

• High melting and boiling points
• Irregular density (max. at 4 C) 
• Solid ice lighter (more volumos) than liquid water
• Large specific and latent heats
• Penetrating and intensive solvating capabilitty
• High solution capacity



It is clear that life on the Earth depends on the unusual
structure and anomalous nature of liquid water.

Water small embryos of four molecules tend to come together 
to form water bicyclo-octamers which may cluster further to 
cyclic pentamers expanding to somehow curious network of 
ordered icosaheda (as already foretold by Platon), which are 
in a certain dynamical equilibrium with its collapsed, but 
more frequent form a more symmetrical dodecahedra.

The solid, denser form of water is the hexagonal ice and has a 
structure that is uncanonical with respect to the ‘pentagonal-
like’ symmetry of a solidifying liquid that contains a high 
number of nuclei of icosahedra and dodecahedra.



It is clear that life on the Earth depends on the unusual
structure and anomalous nature of liquid water.

It may help to explain the curiosity why warmer water 
freezes more rapidly than cold water. It is because 
the cold water at the temperature near freezing is 
densely packed with these icosahedas, for the ice 
incommensurable nuclei, which are thus capable of 
easier and thus deeper undercooling. 

The water at higher temperatures gradually 
disintegrate such icosahedas possessing thus a 
greater number of smaller fragments, which can 
survive rapid cooling being more easily compatible 
with the highly symmetrical configuration of ice.



Water pentamers:



It is clear that life on the Earth is both sustained and 
threatened by the unusual properties of solid ice.

• Ice flows on the water surface (cover preserves life 
underneath, decrease heat flow as thermal insulate)

• Ice has various structural and morphological forms
(snow flakes, which defend iceing of the Earth surface)

• Solidification is associated with the volume increase –
dangerous to enclosed volumes (vessels, living sells)

• Water penetrates everywhere (wetting, humidity)



Vitrification

• Vitrification is based on glass formation in frozen tissues
and its intensification is possible by

• Addition of cryoprotectant solutions
(PVS2 - Sakai et al. 1991, MPVS - Seufferheld et al. 1991)

• Encapsulated-dehydration (Dereuddre et al. 1991)
• Rapid freezing (plunging in liquid nitrogen)



How to particularly induce glass-formation

• Cryoprotectant pretreatment
sugars, polyols, hydrophilic proteins (?)

• Physical pretreatment
dehydration
freezing rate



Definition of Glassy State - History

“A glass is an inorganic or organic (polymeric)
substance in condition which is continuous with and 
analogous to the liquid state of that substance, but 

which as a result of a reversible change in viscosity, has 
attained so high a degree of viscosity as to be for all 
practical purposes a rigid solid” (G.W. Morey 1938)

“Glass is a an inorganic product of fusion which 
has cooled to a rigid condition without crystallization”

Glass is prepareble by rapid cooling of 
liquids (melts) under an appropriate critical quench,
which is the repeatable (and reproducible) physical 
process (H. Suga 1971)



• food polymers (Slade a Levine 1991)

• glass transition in nourihment (Roos1995)

• occurrence of biological glasses (Buitink 2000)

♦ prolonged storage
♦ survival at ultra-low temperatures
♦ connectivity with anhydrobiosis

Biological Glass – Historical Data
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Important properties of glassy state

• non-crystalline (amorphous) structure (periodical 
on the long-range order)
• vitrification from the undercooled liquids (melts)
• definition of the temperature region of glass 
transition
• capable of the formation from various solutions 
(rate of cooling, solution saturation, admixtures)
• in many cases are transparent for certain 
wavelengths
• often are brittle (particularly easy to break when 
surface is cut or otherwise scretched) 



Appearance of biological glasses  
under natural conditions

• seeds
• pollen
• buds
• “resurrection plants”

Water frozen in plants as a bio-glass
Cf. curiosity: icosahedral and dodecahedral  
pentagonal-like symmetry of  water , which is 
incommensurable with hexagonal ice but does 
with non-crystalline state of  glass

So far unknown behavior of  water not fully understood yet



What is

Glass:
Crystalliz. Tc

Transition Tg

Melting   Tm

Glassforming

coeficient

(Tc – Tg)/

/(Tm – Tc)



Occurrence of Biological Glasses in 
Plants

• Seeds
• Pollen
• Buds
• “Resurrection Plants” ?



Orthodox Seeds

Our foodstuff and foothold



Extirpated Apple Meristems

Tissue Culture of Apple 
cv. Greensleeves

Dormant Apple 
Buds of cv. Spartan



Craterostigma plantagineum



Craterostigma plantagineum

desiccated

hydrated

rehydrated



Occurrence of Biological Glasses
Glass Transition Temperature

• Bean axis - 80 ~ +60 °C      (Leprince a Walters 1995)
• Maize pollen - 75 ~ +75°C        (Buitink et al. 1996)
• Poplar branch - 75, - 45, - 28 °C (Hirsch et al. 1989)
• Bud trees      - 60 ~ - 20 °C       (Stushnoff et al. 1991)

Shoot tips
• potato - 85 ~ - 14 °C        (Grospietsch et al. 2001)
• apple   - 88 ~ - 45 °C         (Bilavčík et al. 2001)
• garlic - 76 ~   - 5 °C         (Zámečník et al. 2001)
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Glass Transition - Methods

• Customary (visual) evaluation
• DTA – differential thermal analysis
• SEM – scanning electron microscopy
• DSC – differential scanning calorimetry
• EGA – evolved gas analysis
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Bilavčík Šesták et al. Cryopreservation of fruit trees with the use of thermal techniques



y = 0,0655x - 66,187
R2 = 0,0212
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Tolerance of garlic shoot tips to low 
temperatures in glassy state

Control Vitrification
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Bean axes
Leprince a Walters 1995 
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Přežití jabloňových pupenů po -30°C
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Experiment:   Τg1,    Τg2,   Tg3,  Tm, led, ,   Tm, sach

Literatura:   l - s  křivka vody,  l - s  křivka
                   sacharozy,   Tg amorfního roztoku

Phase diagrams of the system sacharosis-water



Apple Tree Tissue 
Culture 

Greensleeves



Extirpated Apple Meristems

Tissue Culture of Apple 
cv. Green Sleeves

Dormant Apple 
Buds of cv. Spartan



Apple TC of cv. Greensleeves

Encapsulated shoot tip



Regeneration of Encapsulated Shoot Tips

Regrowing shoot tip

Regenerated apple plantlet



Encypsulation-dehydration  method



Regeneration after  storage at -196 oC



Comparison of Allium cryopreservation 
with other crops

 Crop Survival Regeneration 
  % % 

 Hop 45 - 60 25 - 40 

 Potato 30 - 80* 15 - 60* 
 Apples 

 
25 - 87 25 - 82 

 Allium 
PVS2  
Encap.- dehyd. 
 

 
89 
48 

 
82 
45 

 
    



Field collection

Isolation

Ex vitro

Glasshouse

Manipulation and storage of  genetic 
resources of vegetative propagated plants

Virus “free”

Multiplication

Cryopreservation
In vitro

Ex vitro

In vitro



• Dewar flask 
• Crympules 
• Barcode

Cryobank Storage Technology

2 0 0 1  CRYO. CZ



• development and improvement of method for genotypes  
with low percentage of survival

• controlled rate of freezing for originating glasses and 
avoiding crystallization

• measurement of glass transition changes in time
• characterization of Tg and heat capacity of plant 

meristems 

Exact measurement of glass 
transition by DSC



Conclusion

The Glass Transition Temperature can be  
changed by:

• dehydration (water - plasticizer)
• sample size  (cooling rate)
• composition of glass forming substances 

(e.g. saccharides) 
• avoiding ice nuclation 



Practical Application of Biologial Glasses

• The backgroung of cryopreservation protocols 
of vegetatively propagated plants 

• * garlic
* apple
* potato 
* hop

• Assessment of seed storage temperature 
• Pollen storage



Understanding the mechanisms underlying the mystery of the order-
disorder transitions from nonliving to living offers hope for prolonging 
the quality of life by, e.g., helping to design better therapeutic treatments 
for diseases of the skeletal system or perhaps even dietary supplements, 
which inhibit the onset of diseases. 

An important step is seen in the osteogenic properties of bioactive inrganics
capable to release soluble (hydrated) silicon, which activates bone cells to 
produce growth factors. 

Formation of ordered proteins (DNA-like structures) on inorganic bioactive 
substrates (clays) could not be solved on mere entropy concepts as it may 
involve a mechanistic solution based on the order-disorder paradox of 
life. 

Namely, hydrated (three-member) silica rings can be easily formed on the 
activated silica surfaces (fractured or otherwise bio-stimulated) creating 
thus pentacoordinated silica atoms in a metastable transition state due to 
the aminoacid interaction with trisiloxane rings. Such a Si-OH complex 
can act like an inorganic enzyme by providing a favorable reaction 
pathway for polypeptide synthesis.



Biological glass formation 
helps plants to survive  
extreme conditions of 

dehydration and temperatures
as a result of environmental 

effects

Thermal analysis and environment



Thank you for your attention !
and welcome to visit golden Prague

Fractal wonder of  snow 
and glassiness of  water
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